DARSENA

Projectual phase

DESIGN PROCESS

-an urban void becomes Milan’s new green district

THE ESSENCE OF THE PROJECT
PIAZZA 24 MAGGIO

DESIGN CONCEPT

PROGRAM

THE BASIC SCHEME IN FOUR STEPS

The ambition is to create a rich program with a sustainable mix of functions that
applies to and strenghtens the area’s identity both from an historical and contemporary point of view. It’s equally important to give Darsena its own esclusive character that sets the new district apart from other parts of the city and offers something
that can be valuable for the city as a whole. A varied program of this kind would
also activate the area the clock around during all seasons.

TRANSFORMATION FROM VOID AND
BARRIER TO IMPORTANT URBAN LINK

COURTYARD BLOCKS
+High quality of living as courtyards are fully
private.
-Low level of integration.

Every time I cross the big square Piazza 24 Maggio close to my home in Milan I curse my way over to the other
side. The traffic is chaotic: cars, buses, trams, pedestrians and cyclists jostle against each other in this
crowded place. This is where the idea to my thesis project started taking form. But what began with a square,
soon grew into something bigger and once the analysis was done I decided to take on an urbanistic development project for the whole area stretching from Piazza 24 Maggio to Piazza Cadore.

PLAN 0
1:500

Terrasse
122 m2
Shop/Showroom
70 m2

Shop/Showroom
172 m2

FOOD MARKET
2 604 m2

BARS AND RESTAURANTS
The area already has a great amount of bars and restaurants, but they never seem
to be enough. The streets and sidewalks are always crammed with people hanging
out infront of the bars and the restaurants are always busy, especially those along
the canals.
DESIGN CENTER

IDENTITY
To strengthen and accentuate the identity of the area and the city, both in an historical and contemporary sense. The canal that carries an historical memory becomes a protagonist in the new plan. Furthermore, fashion, art and design come to
play important roles in the program when Darsena becomes the gate to Milan’s
Design District.

Apartments
Shops
Showrooms
Offices

PLAN 1
1:500

PARK AND CANAL
A large part of the program is dedicated to parks and outdoor spaces of different
size and character. The canal in its new shape also takes up a considerable part of
the plan. The idea is to offer the city a new green environment used by all people.

RESIDENTIAL BULDING 1
7 022 m2

Terrasse
60 m2

Apartment
130 m2

Apartment
70 m2

Apartments
Shops

Apartment
100 m2
Terrasse
60 m2

RESIDENTIAL BLOCK 1
5 012 m2

PLAN 2-5 alt 1
1:500

GREEN AREAS
Green areas of different kind, offering both places to meet and private spots for
peace and quiet.

Apartments
Shops
Showrooms

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING

RESIDENTIAL BLOCK 2
1 914 m2

Terrasse
60 m2

THE FADING BLOCK
+Possibly high level of integration between
private and public.
+Premises for diversity.
-Part of the buildings remain detached from
water.

Apartment
145 m2

DIVERSE AND RICH PROGRAM
Giving people supply of everything from perishables to culture.

THREE PLANS FROM THE PROCESS OF DESIGNING A
NEW PIAZZA 24 MAGGIO. THEY ALL AIM TO IMPROVE
THE FLUIDITYIN TRAFFIC AND CREATE A MORE HOMOGENEOUS SQUARE.

Apartment
45 m2

COMFORTABLE HOMES
Offering comfortable homes with a nice view, privacy, light, common out-door
spaces and a large private balcony or loggia.

INSPIRATION

Terrasse
60 m2

RESIDENTIAL BLOCK 1

OFFICE BUILDINGS
3 533 m2

ACCESS TO WATER
Giving people access to water in a literal sense.

PLAN 2-5 alt 2
1:500

MIXED USE AREA 1

SINGLE BLOCKS PERPENDICULAR TO CANAL
+Possibly high level of integration between
private and public.
+Sightlines maintained.
+Water and buildings integrated.
-Lack of private space for buildings.

Offices

RESIDENTIAL BLOCK 2

DIFFERENTIATION IN PRIVATE, COMMON AND OFFICIAL
Creating an open and integrating environment without turning down the possibility
to constitute a distinction between private, common and official parts of the area.
FLIGHT VIEW OVER LOMBARDYAN AGRICULTURAL PATCHWORK.

Apartments
Shops

Apartment
110 m2

COMFORTABLE COMMUNICATION
Facilitate communication for pedestrians and cyclists giving them alternative, carfree routes.

DARSENA
-an urban void becomes Milan’s new green district

MIXED USE AREA 2
9 302 m2

The parameters for a sustainable urban environment that I’ve considered most
important in my project are as follows:

SEMI-OPEN COURTYARD BLOCKS
+Premises for good level of integration while
a certain amount of privacy remains for
buildnings.
+All buildings have immediate water contact.
-Dense and unvaried plan.

RESIDENTIAL AREA

MIXED USE AREA 1
10 973 m2
Shops
Showrooms
Offices
Apartments

DWELLINGS
Beautiful surroundings, large common outdoor spaces and private balconies,
access to the navigable canal and vast and numerous parks a are just a few examples of the many qualities residents would be offered here.

PLURALISM
Creating a rich and diverse program that can activate the area the clock around
during all seasons and consequently achieve a safe, economically valuable and
pleasant environment for residents and people working here, as well as visitors.

My new plan for Darsena is an attempt to amend the different problems that affect the area today and to
exploit the potentialities that it offers, transforming the area into a new sustainable district with a rich program
and efficient communication. The new Darsena does not only give the city new dwellings and workplaces,
but also new parks with access to water, a new fair trade area perfectly situated at the gates of the design
district Tortona and several different promenades. The new Darsena has the ideal conditions to become a
popular shopping area, a unique residential district, a great workplace for lots of people and a place for
anyone to simply spend time.

Shop
184 m2

Office/Showroom
172 m2

COMMUNICATION
To create several new paths for pedestrians and cyclists, linking vital parts of the
area. This would ease the pressure on Piazza 24 Maggio and vitalize streets and
areas that today are isolated or desolated.

SEMI-PRIVATE COURTYARD BLOCKS
+Premises for good level of integration while
a certain amount of privacy remains for
buildnings.
+All buildings have immediate water contact.
-Dense and unvariated plan.

Shop
300 m2

OFFICES
Companies that choose to open their office here would be offered not only a central location, but also a position as part of a larger context in the city’s design district
and in close connection to the new fair trade area.

With the ambition to create a sustainable urban environment I’ve, focused on the
following three main areas:

BUILDINGS AS BRIDGES
+Puts free lots of land for park.
+All buildings have immediate water contact
-Blocks view of water in directions parallell
to canal.
-Leaves park unactivated.
-Privatises water.

Expo
Conference
Museum
School
Restaurant

SHOPS AND SHOWROOMS
Darsena is located in the center of a popular shopping area that is ever expanding.
Shops and showrooms, maybe some of them within the design sector, would have
an eccellent location here.

SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT

VIEW OF PARK TOWARD
PIAZZA 24 MAGGIO

FLOOR SPACE
DESIGN CENTER
11 431 m2

TRADE FAIR AREA
The city is constantly in need of exhibition locations. The informal part of the annual
International Furniture Fair is constanly growing and the Tortona and Navigli area
practically explodes every time the fair takes place. A better organization and a
central meeting place is much needed since the fair is putting increasing strain on
the city every year. A similar function would also come into hand at the 2015 Expo.

STRONGER IDENTITY

CLUSTERED BLOCKS
+Premises for good level of integration while
a certain amount of privacy remains for
buildnings.

THTYPESCENARIOS

OFFICE BUILDINGS

MIXED USE AREA 2

“HUNTINGTON FARM”,
TIM STEPHENS,
NEW ZEELAND.

GROSS FLOOR AREA
51 792 m2
GROUND AREA
38 598 m2
CANAL
8 768 M2

A combination of these three
concepts could be applied to
the general scheme.

ALDO CIBIC, “RETHINKING HAPPINESSNEW REALYTIES FOR CHANGING
LIFESTYLES”.

AN EARLY SKETCH ILLUSTRATING THE TWO
SQUARES AS DARSENAS TWO POLES THE
IMPORTANCE OF CONNECTING WITH THE NAVIGLI STREETS.
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AN EARLY ILLUSTRATION OF THE CONCEPT OF
SIGHTLINES.

DARSENA
-an urban void becomes Milan’s new green district

FLOOR AREA RATIO
(canal included)
1,09

DARSENA AND THE TWO FLANKING SQUARES PIAZZA 24 MAGGIO
AND PIAZZA CANTORE ARE LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF MILAN IN
THE INTERSECTION OF ONE OF THE CITY’S BELTWAYS AND ONE OF THE
IMPORTANT RADIATING ROADS. IT’S CRUCIAL FOR THE CITY IN GENERAL AND THE AREA IN PARTICULAR TO IMPROVE THE COMMUNICATION HERE. THE PLANS SHOW IN FOUR STEPS HOW THE USE OF CONNECTING “SIGHTLINES” SETS THE BASIC SCHEME OF THE PLAN.

FLOOR AREA RATIO
(canal excluded)
1,34
FOOD MARKET
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